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LOT #

Auction Policies1

134 comics. Includes the full run of #1-80, Annual #1-4, Giant-Size
#1-2 and many variant covers. No dupes! Overall VF to NM, most
are NM.

Red Sonja #1-80/Annuals #1-4/Giant-Size #1-2/Varia2

6 magazines from the 1930s to the 1950s featuring the sport of
Boxing. The Ring, Referee and Boxing and Wrestling. Great
pictures and articles. You get all pictured.

1930s-50s Boxing Magazine Lot2a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic horror
movie, "The Oblong Box", which features Vincent Price and
Christopher Lee. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs
of light to moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases,
slight moisture damage, and areas of fold wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Oblong Box 1969 Cult B-Movie One Sheet Poster3

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Overall, these lobby cards present themselves in great shape
however, each card has general wear such as edge wear and has
hole present on the lower right portion. See pictures for further
condition details.

War Gods of the Deep 1965 Cult B-Movie Lobby Cards4

Lot of 10 8 1/2" x 11" brochures from 1992 with Rob Liefeld cover
art.

Magic Johnson 1992 Promotional Brochure (x10)4a

Short Box of comics starring Batman and/or his partners in a
Joker-themed box. Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing
flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be
present. It includes various titles including Batman/Superman,
Detective Comics, and many more. Precise quantity not counted
and can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc.
See photos for more information. All modern. Comics are overall
VF to NM, with though some may grade lower. You get all pictured.

Batman Short Box5

This is one of the most sought after lunchboxes by collectors. This
comes with the Thermos. Thermos is in nice shape. Used condition
as pictured.

Lost in Space 1967 Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos6

LOT #

First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team appearance of the
Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda. NM-/NM condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977) Jack Kirby!7

6 magazines. Best for Men Vol. 1 #6, Vol. 2 #1 and 2 as well as
Mr. Magazine Vol. 7 #2, 4 and Vol. 8 #2. These vintage men's
interest magazines that focus on racy adult short fiction stories,
sports and war articles, adult themed comic strips, and tasteful
pin-up photography. Mr. Magazine Vol. 7 #2 features an article
titled "How Postwar Jazz Hit Europe" by Ollie Stewart that features
the likes of Eartha Kitt, Satchmo, Anny Nelsen, and Dizzy
Gillespie.

Vintage 1960s Men's Magazine Lot8

A 1960 first printing edition hardcover Addams Family cartoon
collection book written Chris Addams. Book is in nice condition with
general shelf wear, tears, creases, and scuffing present throughout
the jacket. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Black Maria (Addams Family) 1980/Chris Addams Firs9

19 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Filled with stories and
photos of the eras biggest sports stars.

1960s Sports Magazine Lot9a

Four vintage magazines from the years 1930 to 1934. Magazines
are in good condition with signs of age and wear such as blunted
corners, tanned pages, and spinal wear. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

The Aquarian Age 1930's Magazine Lot of (4)10

#57 has an iconic cover art by Jack Kirby featuring Dr. Doom. #79
is VG-, #1063 is GD+, and #57 & #60 are Fair.

Fantastic Four #57/60/79/10611

Vintage lunchboxes/ The Thundercats lunchbox comes with the
Thermos. Used condition as pictured.

Masters of the Universe/Thundercats Vintage Lunchb12

Action figures and toys from various series. You get all pictured.
Varied wear.

Vintage to Modern Action Figure Lot12a
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A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot13

Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards. Contains duplicate cards. Overall,
items are in great shape but do have various signs of general wear
such as edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Conqueror Worm 1968 & The Masque of the Red De14

A signed 1980 first edition hardcover science fiction and mystery
anthology book written Jack Vance. Book is in nice condition with
general shelf wear and scuffing present on the jacket. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Galactic Effectuator 1980/Jack Vance SIGNED First15

Lot of (5) new condition 19" x 13" wood wall plaques with classic
comic cover art. You get all pictured.

Classic Comic Cover Art Wall Plaque Lot16

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot17

Vintage lunchbox and thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Fireball XL5 1964 Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos/Gary18

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Thieves Like Us" 1974, "An
Unmarried Woman" 1978, and more! Overall, items are in nice
shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1970s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)19

Short Box of comics from publishers like Now, First, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box20

28 comics. 5 complete limited series and some additional variants.
Includes Legenderry #1-5 (additional variant for #1), Red
Sonja/Claw #1-4 (additional variants for #1,3 and 4), the Black
Tower #1-4, Atlantis Rises #1-4) and Thulsa Doom #1-5 (additional
variants for #2,3 and 4). NM condition.

Red Sonja Mini-Series Lot21

Lot includes November and December of 1955, December 1959 as
well as August of 1962. All have Playmate of the Month centers
intact (Barbara Cameron, Janet Pilgrim, Ellen Stratton and Mickey
Winters)

Playboy Group of (4) 1955-196222

LOT #

Four Frank Frazetta prints, all of which are sketches of Conan the
Barbarian. Prints measure roughly 15 1/4"x 11" and are on a woven
textured paper stock. See pictures for further condition details.

Frank Frazetta Conan the Barbarian Print Lot23

Vintage lunchbox. Rice Krispies, Frosted Flakes, Corn Flakes,
Sugar Smacks, Puffa Puffa Rice, Froot Loops, and Apple Jacks.
Used condition as pictured.

Kellogg's 1960s Vintage Lunchbox Frosted Flakes!24

A 1953 first edition hardcover a non-fiction UFO related book
written by Major Donald E. Keyhoe, U.S. Marine Corps retiree.
Includes a flying saucer newspaper cut-out. Book is in nice
condition with general shelf wear, tears, and scuffing present on
the jacket. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Flying Saucers from Outer Space 1953/Major Donald25

23 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated, but this lot also features
programs from Wimbledon, a Bob Hope Desert Classic from 1971
and more. You get all pictured.

1960s-70s Sports Magazine Lot25a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot26

Ten various folios and print books including works from artists such
as Gauguin, Rouault, Picasso and more. Conditions vary. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Art Folio Prints and Book Lot (10)27

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Flame of Stamboul" 1951,
"The Big Tip Off" 1955, and more!  Overall, items are in nice shape
but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)28

#1 (FN+ condition) is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel,
Captain Marvel Jr., Mary Marvel, and Doctor Sivana since the
Golden Age. #8 (VG condition) is a reprint of The Marvel Family #1
(1945), the first appearance of Black Adam. Overall VG to FN.

Shazam #1/#5-11 (1973)  1st Black Adam!29

3 vintage lunchbox with one Thermos. You get all pictured. Used
condition as pictured.

Disney Vintage Lunchbox Lot of (3)30

A 1975 hardcover translated photographic copy of the 1888 edition
of Desatir: on the Sacred Writings of the Ancient Persian Prophets,
translated by Mulla Firuz Bin Kaus. Book is in overall great
condition with light shelf wear and overall clean pages. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Desatir 1975/Translated by Mulla Firuz Bin Kaus31

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set
for both films. Overall, items are in great shape but do have varying
signs of general wear such as edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Those Fantastic Flying Fools 1967 & 3 in the Attic32

A vintage original folded one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "Maryjane", a marijuana exploitation and scare tactic
movie released by American International Pictures. Poster is in
great shape but exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge
wear, creases, and areas of fold wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Maryjane 1968 Cult B-Movie One Sheet Poster33

57 digest sized comics from various series. You get all pictured.
Archie and Related Digest Comic Lot33a

Short Box of comics starring Hawkman, Green Lantern, The Flash,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box34

16 issues between the years 1974-1986 see full description for
dates. All have Pet of the Month centerspreads intact. The
September 1984 giant poster comes with it, but is not stapled. Lot
includes: 1974 (October, November, December), 1975
(September), 1976 (October), 1978 (October), 1980 (April), 1982
(March, July, September), 1983 (April, May) 1984 (September)
1985 (January) , 1986 (July) and The Girls of Penthouse #2.

Penthouse Group of (16) 1974-198635

53 VHS tapes. Includes episodes
#2-29,32-34,38,39,42-46,50,52-56,66,67,68,74,76,77-79 and the
Generations movie. VHS tapes are in nice shape with little wear.

Star Trek TOS/Generations VHS Lot/53 Tapes!35a

Vintage lunchbox and thermos. Used condition as pictured.
The Rifleman 1960 Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos36

Nine 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Overall, items are in nice shape but do
exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1940s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (9)37

Professionally framed 14" x 17" art work/cel/serigraph.
Magic of Disney Mickey Mouse Cel/Serigraph38

13 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot39

LOT #

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot40

A 1943 paperback book written by Brown Landone. Book is in nice
condition with moderate shelf wear present on the cover and edges
of pages with overall clean pages. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Prophecies of Melchi-Zedek in The Seven Temples 1941

Chuck Connors/Cowboy in Africa vintage lunchbox and thermos.
Used condition as pictured.

Chuck Connors Cowboy 1968 Vintage Lunchbox
w/Therm

42

Five 11"x14" lobby cards from two Ingmar Bergman films. Overall,
items are in nice shape but do have various signs of general wear
such as edge wear, creases, and tack holes. See pictures for
further condition details.

Face to Face 1975 & The Passion of Anna 1970 Ingma43

Nineteen issues of Scribner's illustrated magazine St. Nicholas
from the late 1800's to the early 1900's. Conditions vary. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

St. Nicholas Vintage Magazine Lot (19)44

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot45

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "My Blood Runs Cold" 1965,
"The 7th Dawn" 1964, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape
but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1960s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)46

All 10 issues! #1,2, 5 and 8 feature cover art by Arthur Suydam.
NM condition.

Savage Tales #1-10 (Full Run) 2007 Dynamite/Red So47

1960s/70s lunchboxes. Both come with a Thermos. Used condition
as pictured.

Barbie/Francie w/Thermos/Junior Miss Vintage Lunch48

Lot includes: 1976 (November), 1977 (October, Streisand cover),
1978 (August and More Sexy Ladies Special) and 1979 (March),
1980 (March [Bo Derek]), 1981 (February), 1982 (December), 1983
(May, July, August), 1984 (March, April, May, June, July). All
issues have centerfolds intact. The More Sexy Ladies Special did
not feature a centerfold.

Playboy Magazine Group of (16) 1976-198449

Two volume #1 magazines from 1952 featuring articles from Dr.
Albert Schweitzer and Eileen J. Garrett. Volumes are in nice
condition with cover creases, spinal wear, and minor tears. Please

Tomorrow Psychic Occult Magazine Vol 1 (Lot of 2)50

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
see photos for further details and conditions.

11 issues of The Ring magazine. Great pictures and articles. You
get all pictured.

1950s to 70s Boxing Magazine Lot/The Ring50a

Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set
for both films. Overall, items are in great shape but do have varying
signs of general wear such as edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Million Eyes of Sumuru 1967 & House of 1000 Do51

Lot of (5) new condition 19" x 13" wood wall plaques with classic
comic cover art. You get all pictured.

Classic Comic Cover Art Wall Plaque Lot52

A 1929 hardcover book about firsthand accounts of Haitian Voodoo
and witchcraft rituals, written by William Seabrook with illustrations
by Alexander King. Book is in nice condition with general shelf
wear, discoloration, and scuffing present along the edges. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

The Magic Island 1929/W.B. Seabrook53

2 vintage lunchboxes with one Thermos. Used condition as
pictured.

King Kong (1976/1977) Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos L54

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot55

20 Silver to Bronze Age comics. Adventure into Fear #20 (GD+
condition) is the first solo Morbius story. Most of the comics Bronze
Age. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! Overall VG- to
FN+.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot56

Twelve 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "Xanadu" 1980,
"Twice Upon a Time" 1982, and more! Overall, items are in nice
shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1980s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (12)57

A 1931 hardcover book containing two novellas pertaining to India
and Arabia, written by Talbot Mundy. Book is in nice condition with
general shelf wear, discoloration, marks, and scuffing present along
the edges. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

The Hundred Days & The Woman Ayisha 1931/Talbot Mu58

Ten issues of The Galaxy magazine from years 1870 to 1873.
Magazines are overall in nice condition with spinal wear, tears, and
brittle pages. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

The Galaxy Vintage Magazine Lot (10)59

LOT #

3 vintage lunchboxes. Used condition as pictured.
Muppets/Sesame Street/Muppet Babies Vintage Lunchb60

7 magazines. Bachelor Vol. 2 #5 (1957), Vol. 4 #2 and 4 (1962-63),
Carnival April 1963, Gent August 1957, April 1958 and Hi-Life
January 1960. Vintage men's interest magazines filled with erotic
adult fiction stories, jokes and humor, adult themed comic strips,
and nude pin-up pictorials.

Vintage 1950s-1960s Men's Magazine Lot61

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies.  Includes lobby cards for "The Creeping Unknown"
1956, "The Little Rascals: Pigskin Palooka" 1952, and more!
Overall, items are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such
as edge wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for
further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)62

Short Box of comics starring Green Lantern, Superman, Amethyst,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range,
but there may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze
Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include
some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box63

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "The Return of Count Yorga", a vampire horror comedy
film. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases, and areas of
fold wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Return of Count Yorga 1971 Cult B-Movie One Sh64

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! VG- to
FN+ range.

DC Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot65

Vintage lunchbox and thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Land of the Giants 1968 Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos66

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape and appear to have been
rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Glass Sphinx 1967 & Horror House 1970 Lobby Ca67

Lot of (5) new condition 19" x 13" wood wall plaques with classic
comic cover art. You get all pictured.

Classic Comic Cover Art Wall Plaque Lot68

Lot includes all 12 issues from 1993 and all of the issues from 1994
except November. All have centerfolds intact. Includes Jerry
Seinfeld, Anna Nicole Smith, Bo Derek issues and more.

Playboy Magazine Group of (23) 1993-199469

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot70

Eleven 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "Clam Bake" 1967,
"Eye of the Cat" 1969, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape
but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1960s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (11)71

2 vintage lunchboxes and 1 Thermos. Roy Rogers and Dale Evans
(Double R Bar Ranch) and Trigger. Used condition as pictured.

Roy Rogers/Dale Evans/Trigger Vintage Lunchbox Lot72

An antique 1886 hardcover book with woodcut illustrations
published by White, Stokes, & Allen. Book is in nice condition with
heavy exterior shelf wear, discoloration, marks, scuffed edges, and
portions of tears. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

The Good Things of Life: Third Series 1886/White,73

Lot includes 5 comics and 4 signed and numbered lithographs. 3
copies of #22A with lithograph #s 9239,371 and 434 of 500, a copy
of  #22B with lithograph number 370 of 500. Also included is issue
#47. NM condition.

Jim Balent's Tarot Lot w/Signed/#ed Lithographs74

Lot includes: 1995 (all months except August), 1996 (January
through September and November), 1999 (February thorough May,
October, November, December), 2000 (January) 2009 (April), 2015
(December) and 2016 (May, June, December). All of the issues
have intact centerfolds.

Playboy Group of (34) 1995-201675

25 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Includes a
program/scorecard from May 14, 1970 (Dodgers vs. Giants). You
get all pictured.

1970s Sports Magazine Lot75a

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies.  Includes lobby cards for "Young, Rich, and Pretty"
1951, "Crash Landing" 1958, and more! Overall, items are in nice
shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)76

Short Box of comics from publishers like Valiant, Dark Horse, Oni
Press, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box77

LOT #

Vintage lunchboxes with 1 Thermos. Thermos has lid, but no
stopper.  Used condition as pictured.

Brave Eagle/Cowboy and Indian Vintage Lunchbox Lot78

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot79

Five issues of Ainslee's magazine from the years 1909 to 1917.
Magazines are in nice condition with spinal wear, edge abrasion,
tears, and loose covers. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Ainslee's Vintage Magazine Lot (5)80

An antique 1913 hardcover book written by Clare Briggs. Book is in
nice condition with heavy exterior shelf wear, discoloration, marks,
scuffed edges, and portions of tears. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Oh Skin-Nay: The Days of Real Sport 1913/Clare Bri81

Fourteen 11"x14" lobby cards.  Includes lobby cards for "War Gods
of the Deep" 1965, "The Pit and the Pendulum" 1961, and "The
Haunted Palace" 1963 all of which feature Vincent Price! Contains
duplicate cards. Overall, items are in nice shape but do exhibit a
range of wear such as edge wear, creases, and tears. See pictures
for further condition details.

Vincent Price B-Movie Lobby Card Lot of (14)82

1st appearance of Bucky Barnes as Captain America. Lot includes
6 copies. 4 have Steve Epting covers and 2 have Alex Ross
covers. NM condition.

Captain America #34 (x6) 1st Bucky as Cap w/Varian83

Vintage lunchbox w/Thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Superman (1967) Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos84

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot85

A 1976 second printing hardcover book by Helmut Newton, which
is known as his legendary first piece of work. Book is in nice
condition with moderate general wear, light discoloration on the
cover, and scuffed edges. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

White Women 1976/Helmut Newton Second Printing86

Twenty-one 11"x14" lobby cards. Contains duplicate cards. Overall,
items are in nice shape but do have various signs of general wear
such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Doors 1991 Movie Lobby Card Lot of (21)87

Lot includes September and November of 1957, August of 1960
and July 1961. All have Playmate of the Month centers intact
(Jacquelyn Prescott, Marlene Callahan, Elaine Paul and Sheralee

Playboy Group of (4) 1957-196188

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Conners).

Lot of (5) new condition 19" x 13" wood wall plaques with classic
comic cover art. You get all pictured.

Classic Comic Cover Art Wall Plaque Lot89

2 different vintage lunchboxes. Lot comes with (2) Thermoses. One
does not have a lid. Used condition as pictured.

Lassie 1962/1978 Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos Lot of90

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot91

Short Box of comics starring the Avengers in a Civil War themed
short box! Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing flaps or
tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be present.
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. It
includes various incarnations of the iconic superhero team, all
modern. Comics are overall VF to NM, with though some may
grade lower. You get all pictured.

Avengers Short Box92

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! GD to
VF+ range.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot93

Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set
for both films. Overall, items are in great shape but do have varying
signs of general wear such as edge wear and creasing. See
pictures for further condition details.

Goliath at the Conquest of Damascus 1965 & Angel,94

A 1962 paperback book about the effects of
consciousness-changing "mystic drugs" (psychedelics such as
mescaline, LSD, and psilocybin) accompanied with thoughts of
philosophical reflection written by Alan W. Watts. Book is in nice
condition with general shelf wear, discoloration, creasing, and
scuffing present along the edges. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

The Joyous Cosmology 1962/Alan W. Watts95

2 vintage lunchboxes (1976 and 1976). Each comes with a
Thermos. Used condition as pictured.

Superman/Super Friends Vintage 1970s Lunchbox Lot96

Three vintage folded original one sheet posters for cult classic
B-movies such as, "It's a Bikini World" 1967, "Ghost in the Invisible
Bikini" 1966, and "How to Stuff a Wild Bikini" 1965, three movies
within the beach party genre. Posters are in overall nice shape but
exhibits signs of light to moderate general wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Beach Party Related Cult B-Movie One Sheet Posters97

LOT #

July 1960 issue of Search Magazine featuring articles on John
Ballou Newbrough- World's Greatest Psychic? Magazine is in nice
condition with spinal wear, creasing, and some tears. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Search 1960 Magazine98

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Logan's Run" 1976, "Battle of
the Amazons" 1973, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but
do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
staining, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1970s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)99

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot100

Lot includes a copy of Baseball Magazine from 1948, a booklet
about Baseball from the Standard Oil Company (1948), 2 books
about Baseball stars from 1959 and 1960 as well as a July 11,
1969 program with Scorecard from a Dodgers vs. Giants game.
The scorecard was completed through the top of the 8th inning.

1940s-60s Baseball Magazine/Book Lot100a

23 comics. 5 complete limited series. Includes Witchblade/Red
Sonja #1-5, Doom of the Gods #1-4, Wrath of the Gods #1-5,
Unchained #1-4 and Vulture's Circle #1-5. NM condition.

Red Sonja Mini-Series Lot101

2 vintage lunchboxes with 1 thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Dick Tracy/Blondie Vintage Lunchbox Lot/Thermos102

6 magazines. Sir! Vol. 19 #5 and 7 (February and April 1963), and
Adam Vol. 6 #10, 11 (October, November 1962), Vol. 7 #10
(October 1963) and Vol. 9 #5 (May 1965). Vintage men's interest
magazines filled with erotic adult fiction stories, jokes and humor,
adult themed comic strips, and nude pin-up pictorials.

Vintage 1960s Men's Magazine Lot103

A 1981 TSR Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Adventure Game:
Basic Rulebook #1. Book shows spinal stress along the punch
holes, scuffing,  and minor creasing. GD condition.

TSR Dungeons & Dragons Rulebook104

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies.  Includes lobby cards for "Last of the Badmen" 1957,
"Marine Raiders" 1950, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape
but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)105

Short Box of comics from publishers like Valiant, Dark Horse,
Image, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading

Small Press Comics Short Box106
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LOT #
lower. You get all pictured.

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot107

Vintage lunchbox and thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Looney Tunes 1959 Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos108

Six issues the century illustrated magazine from the late 1800's to
the early 1900's. Magazines are overall in nice condition with spinal
wear, cover creases, tears and brittle pages. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

The Century Illustrated Magazine Lot (6)109

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Items are in overall great shape with crisp edges, but some items
display general wear such as edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

How To Stuff A Wild Bikini 1965 Lobby Cards Comple110

15 issues from the Silver Age series starring Nick Fury. VG-/VG
condition.

Sgt. Fury/Howling Commandos #32/33/35-47111

A 1935 hardcover book recounting the experiences during the Arab
Revolt against the Ottoman Empire of 1916 to 1918 written in an
autobiographical point of view by British Army Colonel Thomas
Edwards Lawrence. This book was privately printed in 1926 but first
printed for the general public in 1935. Book is in overall nice
condition with general shelf wear and scuffing present along the
edges. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Seven Pillars of Wisdom 1935/T.E. Lawrence112

An assortment of various metaphysical publications including
issues of Parabola, Science of the Mind, American Astrology
Digest and more. Conditions vary. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Mystic/Metaphysical Publication Lot113

3 vintage  lunchboxes. Used condition as pictured.
Muppets/McDonald's Vintage Lunchbox Lot of (3)114

Fifteen 11"x14" lobby cards. Contains duplicate cards Overall,
items are in great shape but do have varying signs of general wear
such as edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

House of 1000 Dolls 1967 & 3 in the Attic 1968 Lob115

Lot includes: 1984 (July-December) and 1985 (January-July).
Highlights include an interview Steve Jobs and covers with Christie
Brinkley, Suzanne Somers and Goldie Hawn. All issues have
centerfold intact.

Playboy Magazine Group of (13) 1984-1985116

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot117

LOT #

Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set
for both films. Overall, items are in great shape but do have varying
signs of general wear such as edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Angel, Angel, Down We Go 1969 & Those Fantastic Fl118

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! VG- to
VF- range.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot119

3 vintage lunchboxes. Mary Poppins/Jungle Book and Walt's
Disney's Wonder World/Magic Kingdom. Used condition as
pictured.

Disney Vintage Lunchbox Lot of (3) Mary Poppins/Ju120

Short Box of comics starring characters like Green Arrow, Wonder
Woman, Superman, and more! Precise quantity not counted and
can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box121

An antique 1908 paperback book focusing on astrological character
readings of the horoscope written by Dr. J.R. Phelps. Book is in
nice condition with heavy shelf and use wear, such as: tears, a
missing back cover, split spine, discoloration, and scuffing present
along the edges. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Birthday Horoscopes 1908/Dr. J.R. Phelps122

Action figures and toys from various series. You get all pictured.
Varied wear.

Vintage to Modern Action Figure Lot122a

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "1941" 1979, "Hercules" 1973,
and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of
wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases, staining, and tears.
See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1970s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)123

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "Ski Party", a musical comedy and beach party film
starring Frankie Avalon. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears,
and areas of fold separation and fold wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Ski Party 1965 Cult B-Movie One Sheet Poster124

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Black Magic" 1949, "Mr.
Belvedere Goes to College" 1949, and more! Overall, items are in

Vintage 1940s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)125
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LOT #
nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

75 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Great articles and
photos of the greatest athletes of the 1980s.

1980s Sports Magazine Box Lot125a

1964. 2 vintage lunchboxes, 1 thermos and a How the West Was
Won vintage book. Used condition as pictured.

Wagon Train/How the West Was Won Vintage Lunchbox126

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot127

Five issues of The Occult Digest from 1925 to 1935. Magazines
appear in overall good condition with signs of wear including minor
tears, edge abrasion, and spinal wear. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

The Occult Digest Lot of (5)128

#53 is the first crossover by the X-Men in the Avengers title. #54 is
the 1st cameo appearance of Ultron as the Crimson Cowl and the
2nd appearance of Dane Whitman as the Black Knight. #73 is the
1st appearance of Monica Lynne, a romantic interest and future
ex-fiance of T'Challa. Annual #2 is the 1st appearance of Scarlet
Centurion, the third identity of Kang the Conqueror and has a battle
between the original Avengers (1963) versus the new Avengers
(1968). Filler to GD- range.

Avengers #53/54/68/73/Annual #2129

Lot includes: 1990 (April, May and October), 1991 (February
through November), 1992 (March through September) and 1993
(November and December). All centerfolds are intact.

Playboy Magazine Group of (22) 1990-1992130

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot131

3 vintage lunchboxes with 2 thermoses. Hong Kong Phooey, Hair
Bear Bunch and Johnathan Livingston Seagull. Used condition as
pictured.

Hong Kong Phooey/Hair Bear Bunch/More Vintage Lunc132

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape and appear to have been
rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Glass Sphinx 1967 & 3 in the Attic 1968 Lobby133

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot134

LOT #

Short Box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy135

73 comics. Titles include: Happy, Huck, Jupiter's Legacy, Black
Magick, Airboy, Ten Grand, We stand On Guard, Run/Love/Kill,
Red One, The Goddamned, Revenge, Seven to Eternity, and
Nameless.

Image/Wildstorm and More Comic Lot135a

Fifteen 11"x14" lobby cards for "Dr. Goldfoot and the Girl Bombs"
1966 and "Dr. Goldfoot and the Bikini Machine" 1965 which
features Vincent Price. Contains duplicate cards. Overall, items are
in great shape but do have various signs of general wear such as
edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition details.

Dr. Goldfoot & the Girl Bombs/& the Bikini Machine136

Lot includes: 1985 (January, August, September [Madonna issue],
October, November, December) and 1986 (January-October).  All
issues have centerfold intact.

Playboy Magazine Group of (16) 1985-86137

3 vintage lunchboxes with 1 thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Holly Hobbie/Polly Pal Vintage Lunchbox Lot of (3)138

16 one-shot comics from Dynamite starring Red Sonja. NM
condition.

Red Sonja One-Shots/Special Lot of (16)139

Two issues of Millionaire magazine including the premiere issue #1
from March 1964 as well as issue #2. Both magazines show some
spinal wear and minor surface scuffing. Issue #1 is VG/VG+
condition and issue #2 is FN- condition.

Millionaire Men's Interest Magazine Lot (2)140

Eight various vintage magazines from the early 1900's such as the
Infantry Journal, Atlantic, and the Strand. Conditions vary. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Early 1900's Vintage Magazine Lot (8)141

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape and appear to have been
rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Horror House 1970 & Angel, Angel, Down We Go 1969142

6 magazines. Scene Vol. 7 #4 (August 1961), Escapade's Choices
Fall 1956, Gentleman Vol. 1 #2 (September 1960), Vol. 1 #6 (June
1961), Vol. 3 #1 (August 1962) and Vol. 3 #4 (February 1963).
Vintage men's interest magazines filled with erotic adult fiction
stories, jokes and humor, adult themed comic strips, and nude
pin-up pictorials.

Vintage 1950s-1960s Men's Magazine Lot143
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LOT #

2 vintage lunchboxes. Used condition as pictured.
Space Theme/School Days Vintage Lunchbox Lot144

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Bedevilled" 1955, "The Naked
Jungle" 1954, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but do
exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)145

Twelve issues of the Illustrated London Times from the 1910's to
the 1950's. Magazines are in nice condition and show wear such as
loose covers, creasing, and pen markings. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

The Illustrated London Times Lot (12)146

25 copies with 5 sets of each of the cards that were inserted. All of
the polybags are still sealed. Negative Captain America UPC box
variants. NM condition.

X-Force #1 (x25) with Cards/Marvel147

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot148

Short Box of comics starring characters like Green Lantern, Young
Justice, Martian Manhunter, and more! Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box149

2 vintage lunchboxes. Each comes with a Thermos as pictured.
Used condition as pictured.

Popeye Vintage Lunchbox Lot of (2) w/Thermoses 196150

70 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Great pictures and
articles about some of the greatest athletes of the 1990s including
Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods, Mike Tyson and more.

1990s Sports Magazine Box Lot150a

Lot of (5) new condition 19" x 13" wood wall plaques with classic
comic cover art. You get all pictured.

Classic Comic Cover Art Wall Plaque Lot151

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Paper Moon" 1973, "They
Might be Giants" 1971, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape
but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, staining, and tears. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1970s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)152

LOT #

An antique 1914 hardcover book about the political implications on
late 19th and early 20th century playwrights written by Emma
Goldman. Book is in nice shape with moderate general wear,
discoloration, and scuffed edges on the cover. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

The Social Significance of the Modern Drama 1914/E153

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "Muscle Beach Party", a musical comedy featuring
Frankie Avalon. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs
of moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases, slight tears,
and areas of fold wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Muscle Beach Party 1964 Cult B-Movie One Sheet Pos154

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot155

Vintage lunchbox with Thermos. Excellent condition with little wear
as pictured.

Wild Bill Hickok and Jingles 1955 Vintage Lunchbox156

45 comics from 9 different titles that feature color reprints of 1950s
era horror stories by EC. VG to FN range.

1970s EC Horror Comic Book Lot of (45)157

Lot includes 1986 (October, November, December), 1987 (Full
Year with the Vanna White issue) All issues have centerfold intact.

Playboy Magazine Group of (15) 1986-1987158

Twenty-four 11"x14" lobby cards for beach party movies such as,
"How to Stuff a Wild Bikini" 1965, "It's a Bikini World" 1967, and
"Bikini Beach" 1964. Contains duplicate cards. Overall, items are in
great shape but do have various signs of general wear such as
edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition details.

How to Stuff A Wild Bikini 1965/It's a Bikini Worl159

A 1930 hardcover book about the changes that Kwei-Ian, a
traditional Chinese woman, and her family go through in regards to
acceptance of different western world view point's written by Pearl
S. Buck. Book is in nice condition with moderate general wear, and
torn/scuffed edges along the jacket and cover. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

East Wind: West Wind 1930/Pearl S. Buck160

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Caged Fury" 1948, "Bury Me
Dead" 1947, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but do
exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1940s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)161

Vintage lunchbox with Thermos. Used condition as pictured.
1962 Mike Mercury's Supercar Vintage Lunchbox w/Th162
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LOT #

Two issues of Issue #4 True Mystic Science Magazine from 1939.
Magazines are in nice condition with spinal wear, cover creasing
and blunted corners. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

True Mystic Science #4 Magazine (Lot of 2)163

Short Box of comics from publishers like Eternity, Dark Horse,
Valiant, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box164

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot165

Lot of 5. Includes The Collected Trashman #1 Spain Rodriguez
1969 East Village Underground Comix, Venice Sideshow #1 (1974,
only issue with R. Crumb, Edward Gorey, Gilbert Shelton Dave
Sheridan and more. Harold Hedd #1 (1973 2nd print), and 2 issues
of the San Francisco Oracle from 1967 (October + November).

Vintage Underground Comix/Tabloid Related Lot166

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape and appear to have been
rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

3 in the Attic 1968 & Horror House 1970 Lobby Card167

Nine publications of various mystic and spiritual topics from author
Manly P Hall. Includes titles "From Death To Rebirth", "Research
On Reincarnation", "Initiation of Plato" and more. Conditions vary.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Manly P Hall Mystic Publication Lot (9)168

Fifteen 11"x14" lobby cards. Includes lobby cards for "Die Monster
Die!" 1965, "Planet of the Vampires" 1965, "She Gods of Shark
Reef" 1958, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but do
exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, creases, and tears. See
pictures for further condition details.

Variety Cult Classic B-Movie Lobby Card Lot of (15169

Lot includes 1986 (All year except April [includes Vanna White
issue]) and 1988 (February, March and April). All issues have
centerfold intact.

Playboy Magazine Group of (14) 1987-1988170

Issue #1 of Epic Illustrated magazine from 1980 with a Frank
Frazetta illustrated cover and story featuring Galactus and Silver
Surfer by Stan Lee. Magazine has completely detached covers as
well as edge abrasion and scuffing. Appears VG, but is fair due to
loose cover.

Epic Illustrated Magazine #1/Frazetta Cover171

LOT #

Twelve 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "The Servant"
1964, "David & Goliath" 1961, and more! Overall, items are in nice
shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1960s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (12)172

Over 100 copies! Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse and the Medicine
Man Wheaties Premium/Give-Away flip comic book.

Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse Wheaties Flip Book Comic173

Dyno-Mutt vintage lunchbox with Thermos. Used condition as
pictured.

Dynomutt/Blue Falcon 1976 Vintage Lunchbox w/Therm174

Fifteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for "The
Glass Sphinx". Overall, items are in great shape and appear to
have been rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Glass Sphinx 1967 & Angel, Angel, Down We Go 1175

25 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated.
1970s Sports Magazine Lot175a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot176

Short Box of comics starring Outsiders, Omega Men,  Legion of
Super-Heroes, and more  in a Justice League themed short box!
Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs
as well as cosmetic scratches, may be present. Precise quantity
not counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. It includes
issues of various titles, all modern. Comics are overall VF to NM,
with though some may grade lower. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Teams Short Box177

A complete, uncut, 1941 Hedy Lamarr paper doll booklet. Booklet
is in nice condition with cover creasing, tanned pages, and spinal
wear. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Hedy Lamarr 1941 Paper Dolls/UNCUT178

An antique 1920 hardcover book written by Comtesse De Segur
with illustrations by Virginia Frances Sterrett. Book is in nice
condition with moderate general wear, portions of foxing, and
torn/scuffed edges along the cover. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Old French Fairy Tales 1920/Comtesse De Segur179

3 vintage lunchboxes with 1 thermos. Atom Ant/Secret Squirrel,
Yogi Bear and the Fantastic World of Hanna-Barbera. Used
condition as pictured.

Hanna-Barbera Vintage Lunchboxes Lot of (3)180
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LOT #

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Kid Monk Baroni" 1952, "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" 1957, and more! Overall, items are in
nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)181

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot182

Over 100 copies! Disney 1951 Li'l Bad Wolf Fire Fighter Wheaties
Premium/Give-Away flip comic book.

Disney 1951 Li'l Bad Wolf Wheaties Flip Book Comic183

13 issues. All have centerfolds intact. Highlights include Cindy
Crawford cover and pictorials for Vanity and Jessica Hahn.

Playboy Magazine 1988 Full Year/February 1989184

Seventeen 11"x14" lobby cards, containing duplicate cards.
Overall, items are in great shape but do have varying signs of
general wear such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for
further condition details.

Goliath at the Conquest of Damascus 1965 & Hercule185

Six sealed, new in box figures from Ang Lee's Crouching Tiger
Hidden Dragon. The figures were produced by Art Asylum in 2001.
Nice shape with little shelf wear.

Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon Action Figure Lot185a

3 vintage lunchboxes. The Monroes, Lawman and Wild Frontier.
Used condition as pictured.

Western/Cowboy/TV Cowboy Themed Vintage
Lunchboxes

186

A 1931 hardcover book written by Sir J.M. Barrie with illustrations
by Roy Best. Book is in nice shape with heavy wear, portions of
discoloration, missing spine, and scuffed edges along the cover.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

The Picture Story Book of Peter Pan 1931/Sir J.M.187

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot188

Twelve 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "The Russians are
Coming" 1966, "Fireball 500" 1966, and more! Overall, items are in
nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1960s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (12)189

A circa 1920s paperback book written by Aimee Semple
McPherson. Many scholars consider this book to be culturally
significant and a part of our civilization's knowledge base. Book is
in nice condition but does have moderate to heavy shelf wear such

Divine Healing Sermon c. 1920s/Aimee Semple McPher190

LOT #
as, spine wear, creasing, and scuffing present along the edges of
the cover and pages. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Short Box of comics from publishers like Eternity, Dark Horse,
Aardvark-Vanaheim, and more! Precise quantity not counted and
can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern
Ages and from GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and
duplicates. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box191

2 vintage domed lunchboxes. Used condition as pictured.
U.S. Mail/Mr. Zip Vintage Domed Lunchboxes Lot of192

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. Most are Bronze Age. You
get all pictured! Overall Fair to FN+, Defenders #3 has panel cut
out of first page.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot193

Five 11"x14" sketch prints by comic book artist Neal Adams.
Sketches include figures such as Batman, Vision and more.
Overall, prints are in nice shape but do have various signs of
general wear such as edge wear, creases, and spots of
discoloration. See pictures for further condition details.

Neal Adams Sketch Prints Lot (5)194

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot195

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape but do have general wear
such as edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

House of 1000 Dolls 1967 & Angel, Angel, Down We G196

5 magazines. Swank Vol. 7 #1, #4 and #5 (March, September and
November 1960), Vol. 9 #3 (July 1962) and High November 1958
(This issue includes "Too Much of a Good Thing" a stand-out
collection of photographs by outstanding Hollywood photographer,
Russ Meyer). Vintage men's interest magazines filled with erotic
adult fiction stories, jokes and humor, adult themed comic strips,
and nude pin-up pictorials.

Vintage 1950s-1960s Men's Magazine Lot197

3 vintage lunchboxes with 3 thermoses. Care Bears, Care Bear
Cousins and Annie.  2 of the thermoses do not have lids. Used
condition as pictured.

Care Bears/Annie Vintage Lunchboxes/Thermoses Lot198

A 1976 first edition hardcover book by Yousuf Karsh. Book is in
nice condition with light general shelf wear, and scuffed edges on
the jacket. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Karsh: A Fifty Year Retrospective 1983/Yousuf Kars199
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LOT #

19 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Filled with stories and
photos of the eras biggest sports stars.

1960s Sports Magazine Lot199a

Three various occult and mystic publications including "Crystal
Gazing", "Black and White Magic" and "Lemuria the Incomparable".
Conditions vary. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Occult/Mystic Publication Lot (3)200

10 magazines. Includes Boxing Illustrated/Wrestling News, World
Boxing, Boxing Today and Boxing Review. Loads of great articles
with pictures. You get all pictured.

1960s-70 Boxing Magazine Lot200a

Missing only issue #18 from the 2013 run by Dynamite. This run
features the talents of Gail Simone, Walter Geovani, Jenni Frisson
and others! NM condition.

Red Sonja #1-17/#0/#100 Near Run201

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Silk Stockings" 1957, "Fire
Down Below" 1957, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but
do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)202

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot203

Vintage lunchbox. Made by Adco Liberty MFG Corp. Used
condition as pictured.

Howdy Doody/Indian Princess 1954 Vintage Lunchbox204

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Secrets of a Model" 1948, "El
Hombre Que Quiso Ser Dios" (Spanish for "The Man in Half Moon
Street") 1945, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but do
exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1940s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)205

Short Box of comics starring Robin, The Phantom, Superman, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box206

A 1923 hardcover book about personal experiences, sermons, and
writings written by Aimee Semple McPherson. Book is in nice
shape but does have moderate shelf wear such as: spine wear,
creasing, and scuffing present on the cover. Please see photos for

This is That 1923/Aimee Semple McPherson207

LOT #
further details and conditions.

Three vintage folded original one sheet posters for cult classic
B-movies such as, "De Sade" 1969, "Spy in Your Eye" 1965, and
"The Name of the Game is Kill!" 1968. Posters are in overall nice
shape but exhibits signs of moderate general wear such as edge
wear, creases, tears, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

1960s Drama & Thriller Cult B-Movie One Sheet Post208

4 Silver Age issues. Appearances by Giant-Man, Wasp, Namor,
Hulk, the Leader and more. Fair to GD overall.

Tales to Astonish #58/68/69/72209

3 vintage lunchboxes and 1 Thermos. Davy Crockett/Kit
Carson/Brave Eagle and Early West. The thermos is missing the
inner lid. Used condition as pictured.

Western/Cowboy/TV Cowboy Themed Vintage
Lunchboxes

210

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! VG- to
FN range.

DC Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot211

5 copies! All have Playmate centerfold intact. (Jean Jani).
Playboy July 1957 Lot of (5)212

An assortment of photos and prints of old Hollywood and
celebrities. Conditions and sizes vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Hollywood & Celebrity Photo Lot213

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot214

Twenty-four 11"x14" lobby cards. Contains duplicate cards. Overall,
items are in nice shape but do have various signs of general wear
such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

New York, New York 1977 Liza Minnelli Lobby Cards215

3 vintage lunchboxes with 1 thermos. Used condition as pictured.
NFL/MLB Baseball/Football Vintage Lunchbox Lot w/T216

A big picture books edition of "Blue Beard" by Peter G. Thomson
from the late 1800's. Includes illustrations by J.B Geyser. Book has
minor tears and edge abrasion throughout. Spinal stitching appears
loose. GD- condition.

Blue Beard/Peter G. Thomson217

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot218

21 comix. Please read full description for detailed list. Lot includes
2 copies of GJDRKZLXCBWQ (1975 ONE-SHOT BY basil

Vintage Underground Comix/Magazine Lot R. crumb/Mo219
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LOT #
Wolverton), Arcade the Comics Revue #1 (1975), Quack #1 (1976,
Frank Brunner cover), Orb Magazine #3 (1974), Fabulous Furry
Freak Brothers #2 and #4 (3rd Printings), Corn Fed Comic #2
(1973, Kim Deitch), Lean Years #1 (1974, Kim Dietch), Dopin Dan
#1 (x2, 3rd printing, 1975 with stories and art by Ted Richards,
Willy Murphy, and Scott Judge.), Superbitch #1 (1977), Facts of
Life Sex Education Funnies (1972 Multi Media Resource Center)
#1 (2nd print), Roxy Funnies #1 (1972, Contains work by Jay
Lynch, Bhob Stewart, Art Spiegelman, Jay Kinney, Rory Hayes,
Kim Deitch, Sam Cornell, Jim Siergy, Don Dohler, Lou Pearson,
Cormo, Lyn Chevil, Joyce Farmer, Skip Williamson, and Robert
Crumb.), Inner City Romance #1 (x2) (3rd prints), Big League Laffs
#4 (1973, Last Gasp, Jim Hines), Paradise An Interplanetary
Fantasy (1975 John Aulenta) #1, Two #1 (1975, 1st printing.
Underground comic by S. Clay Wilson), Forbidden Knowledge
Comics #1 (1975, Last Gasp, Stories and art by George DiCaprio,
Robert Williams, Rich Chidlaw, Matt Golden, Brent Boates, Art
Vitello, Milt Gray, Jean Paul Laurens, Jim Himes, Icelandic
Codpiece Comics Studio, Dennis Ellis, Chris Lane. Details some of
the worst figures in History, including Nero, the cannibal tribe of the
Tupinamba, and the infamous Hellfire Club!) and Comix Book #4
(1976). FN to VF range overall.

Short Box of comics from publishers like Caliber, DC, Valiant,
Marvel, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and
from GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get
all pictured.

Short Box Grab Bag220

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Overall, these lobby cards present themselves in nice shape
however, each card has general wear such as edge wear and has a
3 1/4" long hole present on the lower right portion. See pictures for
further condition details.

Tomb of Ligeia 1965 Cult B-Movie Lobby Cards Compl221

2 vintage lunchboxes. The Archies (1969) and Goober and the
Ghost Chasers/Inch High Private Eye (1974). Used condition as
pictured.

The Archies/Hanna Barbera Vintage Lunchboxes Lot222

Action figures and toys from various series. You get all pictured.
Varied wear.

Vintage to Modern Action Figure Lot222a

An assortment of various metaphysical publications including
issues of Psychic Power, The Middle Way, Diogenes and more.
Conditions vary. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Mystic/Metaphysical Publication Lot223

LOT #

Fourteen 11"x14" lobby cards, containing duplicate cards. Overall,
items are in great shape but do have varying signs of general wear
such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

Horror House 1970 Frankie Avalon Lobby Cards Lot o224

All 12 issues. All include intact centerfolds. Highlights include
LaToya Jackson pictorial and a Mike Tyson interview.

Playboy Magazine 1989 Full Year225

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot226

Two issues of fantasy magazines including issue #11 'Sorcerer's
Apprentice' and a 1971 issue 'Witchcraft & Sorcery'. Magazines are
in good condition with spinal creases, scuffing, and blunted corners
. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Fantasy Magazine Lot (2)227

4 vintage lunchboxes with 4 thermoses. Gremlins, Buck Rogers
Dragon's Lair and Pink Panther and Sons. The Gremlins lunchbox
is missing the handle. Used condition as pictured.

Gremlins/Dragon's Lair/Buck Rogers/More Vintage Lu228

Almost a full run (only missing #21). Some of the awesome Red
Sonja covers were done by Lucio Parrillo. NM condition.

Queen Sonja (2009) Near Run #1-20/#22-35229

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape and appear to have been
rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

3 in the Attic 1968 & Angel, Angel, Down We Go 196230

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot231

7 magazines. Caper Vol. 1 #10 (September 1957), Vol. #5
(September 1959, )Vol. 6 #3,4,5 (May, July, September 1960), Vol.
7 #6 (November 1961), and Vol. 9 #6 (November 1963). Vintage
men's interest magazines filled with erotic adult fiction stories,
jokes and humor, adult themed comic strips, and nude pin-up
pictorials.

Vintage 1950s-1960s Caper/Men's Magazine Lot232

An antique 1904 hardcover book by Eugene Field with color plate
illustrations by Maxfield Parrish Book is in nice condition with heavy
wear such as: pages loose from the binding, spine wear, and
scuffed edges on the cover and pages. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Poems of Childhood 1904/Eugene Field & Maxfield Pa233
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LOT #

Marvel's 75th year anniversary magazine, Two Morrow Publishing's
Back Issue magazines, Comics Buyer's Guide and more. You get
all pictured.

Comic Book and Related Publication Lot233a

3 vintage lunchboxes with 3 thermoses. Used condition as pictured.
Peanuts/Charlie Brown/Snoopy Vintage Lunchbox Lot234

Short Box of comics starring Captain America, The Hulk, Iron Man,
and more in a War of the Realms themed short box! Graphic box is
used. Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs as well as
cosmetic scratches, may be present. Precise quantity not counted
and can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc.
See photos for more information. All modern. Comics are overall
VF to NM, with though some may grade lower. You get all pictured.

Marvel Heroes Short Box235

Four sealed, new in package figures of Women's Wrestling icons.
Candice Michelle, Layla, Eva Marie and Natalya.

WWE/ECW Women's Wrestling Action Figures235a

Eleven 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "Teenagers from
Outer Space" 1959, "The Desert Rats" 1953, and more! Overall,
items are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as
edge wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (11)236

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot237

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! Fair to
FN+ range.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot238

Lot includes July and September of 1957 as well as August of
1960. All have Playmate of the Month centers intact (Jean Jani,
Jacquelyn Prescott, and Elaine Paul).

Playboy Group of (3) 1957-1960239

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "The Trip", a psychedelic film written by Jack Nicholson.
Poster is in overall nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, and areas of fold
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Trip 1967 Cult B-Movie One Sheet Poster240

An antique 1900 hardcover book written by Frederick Baron Corvo.
Many scholars consider this book to be culturally significant and a
part of our civilization's knowledge base. Book is in nice shape but
does have moderate to heavy shelf wear such as: page
discoloration and scuffing present throughout the cover. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

In His Own Image 1900/Frederick Baron Corvo241

LOT #

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Port Said" 1948, "Here
Comes Trouble" 1948, and more! Overall, items are in nice shape
but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1940s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)242

Three publications from the National Astrological Library including
the Tables of Diurnal Planetary Motion and more. Publications are
in nice condition with signs of wear such as tanned pages, cover
creases and blunted corners. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

National Astrological Library Publication Lot (3)243

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot244

2nd printing. Story, Art, and Cover by Rand Holmes. Last Gasp.
VG+ to FN+ range.

Harold Hedd #1 (x10) 1973/Last Gasp Underground Co245

2 vintage lunchboxes with thermoses. Both thermoses are missing
top lids. The Annie Oakley lunchbox has a missing handle. Used
condition as pictured.

Annie Oakley/Chuck Wagon Vintage Lunchbox Lot of (246

Twenty-seven 11"x14" lobby cards for "Maryjane" 1968, a
marijuana exploitation and scare tactic film. Contains duplicate
cards. Overall, items are in great shape but do have various signs
of general wear such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Missouri Breaks 1976 Cult B-Movie Lobby Cards247

Short Box of comics starring Batman, The Legion, Superman, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box248

A 1970 hardcover book covering different herbs and recipes written
by Joseph E. Meyer, the founder of Indiana Botanic Gardens. Book
is in nice condition with general shelf wear such as: creasing and
scuffing present along the edges of the cover, jacket, and pages.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

The Herbalist 1970/Joseph E. Meyer249

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "The Siege at Red River"
1954, "The Moonlighters" 1953, and more! Overall, items are in
nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)250
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LOT #

70 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Great pictures and
articles about some of the greatest athletes of the 1990s including
Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods, Mike Tyson and more.

1990s Sports Magazine Box Lot250a

All 12 issues. All include intact centerfolds. This includes the March
1990 issue (Trump cover).

Playboy Magazine 1990 Full Year/Trump251

Vintage lunchbox with Thermos. Thermos inner lid is missing. Used
condition as pictured.

Zorro (1962) Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos252

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot253

Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set
for both films. Overall, items are in great shape but do have varying
signs of general wear such as edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Those Fantastic Flying Fools 1967 & 3 in the Attic254

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! Most
are VG+ to VF, with some closer to GD+/VG.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot255

A 1889 3rd edition hardcover by Simon Newcomb and Edward
Holden. Book is in nice condition with general shelf wear, scuffing
on the cover, and cream colored pages. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Astronomy 1889/Newcomb and Holden256

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot257

2 vintage lunchboxes with 1 Thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Bonanza (Green/Black) 1963 Vintage Lunchboxes w/Th258

An assortment of various conspiracy and metaphysical publications
including volumes of Truth Seeker, The Realist, Freethought and
more. Conditions vary. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Conspiracy/Metaphysical Publication Lot259

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "The Woman on Pier 13"
1950, "Way of a Gaucho" 1952, and more! Overall, items are in
nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)260

A 1895 hardcover novel of serialized shorts by Du Maurier that
were published in Harper's Monthly. Book is in nice condition with
general shelf wear, discoloration, marks, and scuffing present along
the edges. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Trilby 1985/Du Maurier261

LOT #

Short Box of comics from the modern era, covering a variety of
publishers. The only uniting factor is that there are about three or
more copies per issue. It's all duplicates, baby! Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.  You get all
pictured.

B2P Overstock Comics Box262

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot263

2 vintage lunchboxes. Used condition as pictured.
Kung-Fu (David Carradine, 1974) Vintage Lunchbox L264

All 26 issues from Volume 4 (2016). #16 is the cosplay photo cover
variant. NM condition.

Red Sonja #1-25/#0 (Full Run) 2016/Dynamite265

5 magazines. Topper 1962 (October), 1963 (February, March, April
and May Vintage men's interest magazines filled with erotic adult
fiction stories, jokes and humor, adult themed comic strips, and
nude pin-up pictorials.

Vintage 1960s Topper/Men's Magazine Lot266

1st edition art book by Michael Whelan. Whelan is known for his
artwork on the Stephen King Dark Tower series amongst other
things. This is the slipcase edition. Nice shape with light shelf wear.

Something in My Eye/Michael Whelan Art Book266a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "The Time Travelers", a sci-fi movie released by
American International Pictures. Poster is in overall great shape but
exhibits signs of moderate general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Time Travelers 1964 Cult B-Movie One Sheet Pos267

Eight 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "Forged Passport"
1939, "Steamboat Round the Bend" 1935, and more! Overall, items
are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge
wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1930s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (8)268

Satan magazine issue #1 from 1957 featuring a cover of Judy
O'Day, Tina Louise pictorial, and other erotic stories. Magazine has
spinal wear as well as minor corner creases. VG- condition.

Satan Magazine #1/Judy O'Day269

2 vintage lunchboxes with 3 Thermoses. Used condition as
pictured.

Gunsmoke/Bonanza Vintage Lunchboxes w/Thermoses270
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LOT #

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot271

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Tarzan's Hidden Jungle"
1955, "The Man Who Cheated Himself" 1951, and more! Overall,
items are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as
edge wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)272

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! VG to
FN range.

DC Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot273

Two issues of the first and only issue of the single publication
Rising Tide magazine from 1937. Magazines are in good condition
with corner creases, spinal creasing, and overall edgewear. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Rising Tide 1937 Magazine Lot (2)274

A five book collection of Isaac Asimov stories including "The Caves
of Steel", "Pebble In The Sky", and more. Books are in nice
condition with spinal wear, cover creases, scuffing and moisture
damage. Sleeve shows the same amount of damage. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Isaac Asimov: Five Books By The Master of Science275

75 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Great articles and
photos of the greatest athletes of the 1980s.

1980s Sports Magazine Box Lot275a

2 different vintage lunchboxes with Thermoses! Used condition as
pictured.

Roy Rogers/Dale Evans 1950s Vintage Lunchboxes Lot276

Short Box of comics starring DC's iconic Man of Steel, as well as
some of his family and friends (Lois Lane, Jimmy Olsen, etc.).
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.
Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there
may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older
comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates.
You get all pictured.

Superman Short Box277

An assortment of various metaphysical publications including
issues of The Theosophist, The Nautilus, Psychic Tales and more.
Conditions vary. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Mystic/Metaphysical Publication Lot278

LOT #

24 issues. All have centerfolds intact. Highlights include the Dian
Parkinson, LaToya Jackson, Barbi Twins, and Pam Anderson
covers.

Playboy Magazine 1991/1992 Full Years279

Ten 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and distribution
companies. Includes lobby cards for "Mystery in Mexico" 1948,
"The Imperfect Lady" 1946, and more! Overall, items are in nice
shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge wear, tack
holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1940s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (10)280

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot281

Vintage lunchbox with Thermos. Used condition as pictured.
Zorro (1966) Vintage Lunchbox w/Thermos282

#62 has classic cover art by John Romita Sr. featuring Medusa, an
Inhuman Royal and wife of Black Bolt. #68 is the introduction of the
Tablet of Life and Time. #69 is the first mention of Vanessa Fisk,
Kingpin's wife. Filler to Fair.

Amazing Spider-Man #62/68/69/88283

Eight 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Contains two varieties of cards. Overall,
items are in great shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as
edge wear, tack holes, and creases. See pictures for further
condition details.

Slaves in Bondage 1937 Lobby Card Complete Sets Lo284

A 1970's paperback of hippie political and ecological cartoons by
Ron Cobb. Book shows some cover creasing and edge abrasion.
VG condition.

Raw Sewage/Unprocessed Cartoons by Ron Cobb285

7 figures. KISS Gene Simmons, T-800 Terminator, Green Arrow,
Cadillacs and Dinosaurs, Sharkman, Pirates of the Caribbean, and
Vandala from the Dark Alliance series. New in sealed packages.

Comics/Movie/Music Action Figure Lot285a

Eighteen 11"x14" lobby cards for "Maryjane" 1968, a marijuana
exploitation and scare tactic film. Contains duplicate cards. Overall,
items are in great shape but do have various signs of general wear
such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

Maryjane 1968 Cult B-Movie Lobby Cards Lot of (18)286

Two publications including a 1952 "Astrological Signs" by Bessie
Lispenard and 1962 "Tables of Houses" by Alexander Marr.
Publications are in good condition with signs of wear including light
foxing, some cover staining, and spinal stress. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Astrological Publication Lot (2)287
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LOT #

Vintage lunchbox with 2 Thermoses. The handle is broken on the
lunchbox. Used condition as pictured.

Tom Corbett Space Cadet (1952) Vintage Lunchbox w/288

A February 1918 issue of the occult and mystic Azoth Magazine.
Magazine is in nice condition with spinal wear, moisture damage,
and creasing. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Azoth 1918 Occult Magazine289

A complete set of eight 11"x14"lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Overall, these lobby cards present themselves to be in great shape,
however, each card has general wear such as edge wear and has a
roughly inch long hole present on the lower middle portion. See
pictures for further condition details.

Planet of the Vampires 1965 Cult B-Movie Lobby Car290

Short Box of comics starring the Justice League in a Justice
League themed short box! Graphic box is used. Wear, including
missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be
present. Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. It includes various incarnations of the iconic superhero
team, all modern. Comics are overall VF to NM, with though some
may grade lower. You get all pictured.

Justice League Short Box291

Annual #1 has iconic cover art by Jim Steranko. In issue #145, the
Hulk's origin is retold. #145 is VG+, #102 is coverless, and the
other issues are Filler to GD.

Incredible Hulk #102/119/132/145/Annual #1292

Includes April 1954 , July 1955 and December 1955. The 1954
issue is missing pages 25-28 (Playmate). The other 2 are complete
and have playmate centers intact (both are Janet Pilgrim).

Playboy 1954-1955 Lot of (3)293

2 vintage lunchbox with Thermoses. Includes a vintage Man from
Uncle pin! Used condition as pictured.

Man From Uncle/Gomer Pyle Vintage Lunchboxes294

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot295

Twelve 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "Audrey Rose"
1977, "Close Encounters of the Third Kind" 1977, and more!
Overall, items are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such
as edge wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for
further condition details.

Vintage 1970s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (12)296

7 magazines. All are Cavalier. Includes: 1957 (August and
December) 1962 (June, October and December), 1963 (August),
1965 (March). Vintage men's interest magazines filled with erotic

Vintage 1950s-1960s Cavalier/Men's Magazine Lot297

LOT #
adult fiction stories, jokes and humor, adult themed comic strips,
and nude pin-up pictorials.

Sixteen 11"x14" lobby cards, containing duplicate cards. Overall,
items are in great shape but do have varying signs of general wear
such as edge wear and creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Young Racers 1963 & Wild Racers 1968 Lobby Car298

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult classic
B-movie, "X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes", a science-fiction
horror movie. Poster is in overall nice shape but exhibits signs of
light general wear such as edge wear, creases, and areas of fold
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes 1963 Cult B-Movie O299

19 magazines. Most are Sports Illustrated. Filled with stories and
photos of the eras biggest sports stars.

1960s Sports Magazine Lot299a

A variety of vintage lunchboxes and thermoses. All are used and
have varied condition as pictured.

Vintage Lunchboxes and Thermoses - All the Rest300

#1 is the 1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals
and The Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and
Margo Damian. #3 is the 1st appearance of Sersi. The rest contain
many other first appearances and/or notable events. #18 is VG+
with some moisture damage.

The Eternals #1/3/5/6/7/9/10/11/12/13/18301
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